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The ALJ's Propo~d Decision was tiled and served on the 
parties on NovemDer 11, 1987. On Oecelllber 7, 1987, pursuant to 
Rule 17.2 et seq. of the Commission's Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, Pacific Bell, and ORA filed written comments. In 
addition, on Oecember l4, 1987, Pacific Bell and ORA filed ~eply 
comments. Pacific Bell's reply comments responded to arguments 
raised in ORA's comments about the propriety of granting a form of 
relief for 1987, in the absence of specific request for such relief 
by Pacific Bell. 

After reviewing these comments, we have made certain 
editorial modifications, reflected primarily in Section v, anci 
related findings, infra. Other minor editorial ehan~es are found 
throughout the text (see e.g. Section IV. C.). In addition to
these changes, we have made one substantive change in Section V, in 
recognition of ORA's arguments against a Section ~* filinq for the 
1987 attrition year. ORA correctly notes that Pacific Bell did not 
request Section WM* consideration of ELG revenue requirements 
impacts and argUes that such consideration would unduly prolong 
this proceeding. On reflection, we are persuaded by ORA ~t we 
are not required to grant Pacific Bell relief it did not ask for, 
and. that it is time to bring- this proceeding to a close. 'rhus,. we 
limit consideration of Section ~* relief to the 1988 attrition 
year'filing. 

In Decision (0.) 86-l2-099 we ordered Pacific Bell to 
make an advice letter tiling, covering operational and financial 
attrition tor 1981, in accordance with our established generic 
attrition formUla (sometimes referred to as the *attrition 
cookbook*). We indicated that we would consider the technical 
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Decision S7-12-048 OecemJ)er 17, 19'87. 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE S~ATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Application of ) 
Pacific Bell for rehearin~ of ) 
Resolution T-12007 re revenue ) 
requ.irement ilnpact of 19S7 attrition.) 

---------------------------------) 

AP~lication 87-04-049 
(F~led April 24, 1987) 

Hichael P, §asse.x: and Daniel J. Mc Carthy, 
Attorneys at LaW, tor Pacific Bell, 
applicant. 

~haway Watson III, Attorney at Law, for 
AT&T: :eh,tllis A. Wh:i.:tten, Attorney at Law, 
for U. s. sprint Commuriications Co.: ~ 
F, Elliott,. Mark Barmore, Attorneys at 
LaW, tor 'l'ORN; and ~trick Ch9w, tor MCI 
Telecommunications, interested parties. 

Rufus v, Thayex:, Attorney at Law, for the 
Commission staff. 

I. S!1m1I!axv or Decision 

This decision followin~ limited rebearin~ of technical 
update issues in connection with Pacific Bell's 19'87 attrition ~'ear 
f;linq, deter.mines that Resolution T-12007 calculated the technical 
update in a manner consistent with past Commission practice. It,. 
therefore, denies the reliet requested tor attrition year 1987. 
However, the decision ~ allow for some lilnited recognition of 
ELG impacts in Pacific Bell's 1988 attrition filin~, due 
January 30, 1988. 

In all other respects, including those issues held in 
abeyance in 0.87-06-022 ~Orderin~ paragraph S), Pacific Bell's 
ap~li~tion for rchearin~ of Resolution T-12007 is denied. 
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The 'ALJ's Propos~d Decision was filed and served on the 
parties on November 17, 1987. On Oecember 7, 1987, pursuant to 
Rule 77.2 et seq. of the Commission's Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, Pacific Bell, and ORA filed written ~omxnents. In 
addition, on December 14, 1987, Pacific Bell and ORA tiled ~eply 
comments. Pacific Bell's reply comments responded to arguments 
raised in ORA's comments about the propriety of qrantinq a form of 
relief for 1987, in the aDsence of specific request for such reliet 
by Pacific Bell. 

Atter reviewing these comments, we have made certain 
editorial modifications, reflected primarily in Section v, and 
related findings, infra. Other minor editorial changes are found 
throughout the text (see e.g. section IV. C.). In addition to 
these changes, we have made one suDstanti ve change in Section v, in 
recognition of ORA'S arguments against a Section WMW filing for the 
1987 attrition year. ORA correctly notes that Pacific Bell did not 
request Section WMW consideration of ELG revenue requirements 
impacts and arqUes that such consideration would unduly prolong 
this proceeding. On reflection, we are persuaded by ORA that we 
are not required to grant Pacific Bell relief it did not ask for, 
and that it is time to bring this proceeding to- a close. 'rhus, we 
limit consideration of Section ~~ relief to the 198$ attrition 
year'filing_ 

xx. Pxocedyral Background 

In Oecision (0.) 86-l2-099 we ordered Pacific Bell to 
make an advice letter tiling, covering operational and financial 
attrition for 1987, in accordance with our established generic 
attrition formula (sometimes referred to as the *attrition 
coo)cl)ook*). We indicated that we would consider the technical 
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update of depreciation rates as part of any attrition 
adjustment1 .. 

Thereafter Pacific Bell filed Advice Letter 1521S (later 
suppleme'nted), in which it calculated that the mandated 1987 
attrition adjustment would resuit in an annual revenue requirement 
reduction of $75,748,000. 2 Included in this calculation was, an 
increase in intrastate depreciation expense of $53,443,000 
associated with the technical update. 

The PUblic staff Oivision (recently renamed Division of 
Ratepayer Advocates (ORA» protested Advice Letter 15215 on several 
grounds, including the technical update question. ORA contended 
that Pacific Sell's proposed increased intrastate depreciatio~ 
expense fiqure was overstated due to mismatched use of composite 
accrual rates in calculating the technical update. Our commission 
Advisory and Complianee Oivision (CACO) staff reviewed the.advice 
letter, analyzed the arqu:m.ents raised in the various protests,. and 
prepared Resolution T-l2007 for our'consideration • 

1 The technieal update annually revises depreciation rates by 
plant category. ':the rates :by eateqory are then combined. to compute 
the so-ealled composite depreciation rate. According to ORA, 
:because the Co~ission adopted the remaining life concept years 
aqo, it is necessary to make adjustments annually to reflect 
changes in the depreciation reserve and to reflect actual life 
experience in each plant category. ':this results in an annual 
updating of the depreciation rates for telephone plant based on 
weighted average depreeiable plant. Historieally the annual 
technieal update of depreciation rates is not a finding of 
reasonableness tor rate:making purposes. (See ORA Brief, p. ~i see 
also, Resolution T-ll098, p. Z.) 

2 It is important to note that, while sUbmitting the advice 
letter as mandated by 0.86-12-099, Pacific Bell exercised its right 
to challenge 0.86-12-099 by filing an Application for Rehearing 
alleging legal error. In 0.87-04-078, issued April 22, 1987, we 
~oditiea D.86-12-099 in certain respects, but denied rehearing. 
Pacifie Bell subsequently filed a Petition for Writ of Review with, 
the california Supreme Court (S.F. No. 25147), and that appeal is 
sti~l pending. . 
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We issued Resolution T-12007 on March 25, 1987, ordering 
a reduction in Pacific Bell's gross revenue requirement of 
$191,041,000 to account for 1987 financ~al and operational 
attrition. The Resolution resolved the technical update protest in 
ORA's favor, to arrive at a figure of $10,963,000 to. reflect the 
increase in intrastate depreeiation expense due to technical 
update. This was $42,.480,000 lower than the utility'S estimated 
$53,443,000 expense figure. The associated revenue requirement 
impact was $9,391,000, or $35,892,000 less than Pacific Bell's 
estimate of $45,283,000. ThUS,. our treatment of the teChnieal 
update issue resulted in a greater (by $35-,892,000) actual revenue 
requirement reduction than that estimated by Paeifie Bell in Advice 
Letter 15215. 

On April 13, 1987, Pacific Bell petitioned tor a stay of 
Resolution T-12007, seeking to forestall implementation of the 
attrition-related rate reduction, pending the outcome of its 
separate formal appeals of the .Resolution and the underlying 
0.86-12-099. On April 22, 1987, we issued 0.87-04-077, denying the 
petition for stay. We ~ authorize Pacific Bell to record in 
interest-bearing memorandum accounts the difference between the 
revenues it actually collects and the revenues it would have 
collected if the stay had been granted. We noted that these 
memorandum accounts were desiqned to help· protect Pacific Bell in 
case any portion of the rate reduction should be overturned.3 

3 Thereafter, Pacific Bell applied to the California Supreme 
Court for a stay pending disposition of its Petition tor Writ o·f 
Review (S.F. No. 25147), but on April 29,. 1987, the COllrt denied 
the requested relief, and the attrition-related revenue reductions 
went into effect as originally scheduled • 
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Meanwhile, on April 24, 1987, Pacific Bell filed its 
Application for Rehearing of Resolution T-12007 cla~ing several 
legal er.r,ors: lack of notice and hearings~ lack of proper 
findinqs~ improper determination of attrition year labor 
produetivity; violation of Pacific Bell's due process rights in 
handling the depreciation technical update; and violation of the 
rule against retroactive ratemaking. 

On June 15, 1987, we issued 0.87-06-022 modifying
Resolution 1'-12007 in certain respeets andgrantinq limited 
rehearing of two issues: technical update and the nonl~or 
escalation faetor. 4 More specjfically, we delineated the scope 
of this limited rehearing in the ordering paragraphs of 
0 .. 87-06-022: 

*1. The application ot Pacific Bell is qranted 
tor the l~ited purpose of receivinq evidence 
and arqument concerning what properly should 
have been included within the *technical update 
of book depreciation rates* for attrition 
purposes as ordered by the 0.86-12-099 and to 
determining whether any ot the sums requested 
by Pac,ific Bell that Resolution No. 1'-12007 
excluded from the Technical Update for 
Depreciation ~ense should De allowed in 
calculating Pac1tic Bell's 1987 attrition 
revenue requirement. 

4 In D.87-06-022 we did not tinally resolve the remaining issues 
in the Application for Rehearing, indicating that we would address 
them in this decision • 
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H2. In this limited rehearing Pacific Bell may 
also present argument, if it wishes, concerning 
whether, pursuant to 0.86-12-099, the 
commission should have followed Pacific Bell's 
approach to the nonlabor escalation factor, 
rather than the. approach taken in Resolution 
No. T-1.2007." (0.87-06-022, mimeo. p. 3.) 

On August 27, 1.987, a prehearing conference was held in 
conneetion with this limited rehearing before Administrative Law 
Judge (ALJ) Carew. At that time counsel for Pacific Bell stated 
that the utility did not wish to present additional argument on the 
nonlabor escalation ractor issue. However counsel stated that 
Pacific Bell wiShed to present evidence on the labor productivity 
factor used in Resolution T-12007. ORA and Toward Utility Rate 
Normalization ('I'U:RN) opposed this request. In view of the 
Commission's precision in defining the scope of the ltmited 
rehearing,S the ALJ denied Pacifie Bell's request to broaden the 
issues (PRC Tr. $:25 - 7:7; 8:1S - 9:16). 

Given Pacific Bell's posture on the nonlabor escalation 
factor issue, and the disposition of its request to expand the 
issues, 'evidentiary hearings were held, on October S and 16, 1987, 
limited to the technical update dispute. Pacific Bell presented 
the testimony of Leonard G. Hebert, its Oireetor - capital Resource 
Management - Financ~al Management. ORA presented the testimony of 
senior utilities Engineer Ramesh Joshi. No other parties presented 
testimony or other affirmative evidence. Upon receipt of nine 
exhibits and the filing of concurrent briefs on Oetober 27, 1987, 
this matter was submitted. 

5 HThe limited rehearing granted herein shall be limited to the 
two issues specified in ordering paragraphs 1 and 2 above. H 
(0.87-06-022, ordering Paragraph S.) 
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III. Background o( the_Controversy OVer Technical ~ate 

A. Commission Decisions on the Permissibility of Technical 'Qpdate 
In 0.84-06-111, our decision determining Pacific Bell's 

1984 test year revenue requirement, we discussed the concept of the 
technical depreciation'update in terms of findinq new values for 
(i) the ratio of depreciation reserve to original cost and (ii) the 
remaining life expectancy of a unit or averaqe remaining expectancy 
of a group of units. We stated that finding new values for these 
components was necessary Wto reflect changes occasioned by the 
passage of time, and the passage of time only.w (D'.8.4-06-111, 

mimeo. p. 48.) 
We further elaborated: 

WAs new plant is added, older plant retired, 
and depreciation accruals are added to the 
depreciation reserve, the ~ratio of 
depreciation reserve to or~ginal cost) will 
chanqe. Similarly ••• the remaininq life, will 
change as the average age changes, al though the 
overall determinations of average service life 
remain the same until a new depreciation study 
is made. Likewise, ••• ,the future net salvage 
ratio, will not eh~ge until 'a new value is 
established in the course of a depreciation 
stUdy. 

WThe basic objective of depreciation is the 
recovery of the cost o,f plant, less salvage, 
over the useful life of the property. The 
remaining life method of depreciation meets 
this objective, since it provides a rational 
basis for adjusting de~reciation rates so that 
the cost of the deprec1able plant, no more and 
no less, can be recovered over its useful life. 
The technical update is an essential part of 
the remaining life process in that it provides 
for automatic adjustment of depreciation rates 
to account for changes in the composition of 
utility plant and relative growth or decline in 
depreciation reserve. Without the technical 
updates, changes to rates resulting from the 
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three-year represcription of service lives and 
salvage would also need to include adjustments 
for three years of changes in depreciation 
reserve and age distribution of plant. The 
transitions to new levels of depreciation 
expense would. thus be much more abrupt. Also· 
the deferral of the charging of depreciation 
expense to a later period, even though the 
plant has been consumed by current ratepayers, 
would be unreasonably burdensome and 
inequitable to later ratepayers. H 

(D .. 84-06-111, mimeo. pp. 48'-49 .. ) 

We specifically found in that decision that the technical 
update of depreciation reserve and remaining lite in the context of 
establishment of an attrition allowance is reasonable. 
(0.84-06-111, mimeo. p~ .. 52-53.) However, we did not specify a 
method for calculating the technical update, nor did our.sUbsequent 
decision (0.85-03-042) adopting the generic attrition formula for 
Pacific Bell and General Telephone Company of California (General) 
include an explicit discussion of the tec~ic~l update, or specify 
how it should be calculated. . 

In Phase 1 of its current rate case (A.85-01-034), we 
permitted Pacific Bell to present supplemental test~ony suggesting 
modifications to the generic attrition formula (Exhibit 174, 
Supplemental ~estimony of M. A. Revelle on 1987 attrition). 
~thou9h Pacific Bell's testimony did not suggest the need to adopt 
a formula tor calculating the technical update, it ~ request, in 
view of 0.85-03-042's silence on the issue, that we rea!firm our 
recognition of the technical update concept and its role as part of 
the attrition mechanism and the remaining lite depreCiation 
process. 

In 0.86-l2-099, we addressed the concerns identified in 
Exhibit l74" and reaffirmed our recognition of the need for . 
teohnical update, but again, in the absence of a specific request 
to set forth a formula, we did not specify how the technical uPQate 
was to be calculated • 
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B. ActuAl P'ractisce 
The record indicates that the ~sence of a specific 

commission-sanctioned formula did not prevent technical updates 
from being accomplished in connection with our post 19S4 attrition 
reviews of telephone companies. Those individuals from our staff 
and from the utilities who actually performed these technical 
upda~e calculations apparently did so without the benefit of such a 
specifically delineated formula, and we are not aware that this 
situation caused any significant problem prior to Pacific Bell's 
1987 attrition review. Otherwise we expect some party would have 
alerted us to the existence of a problem. 

;n a subsequent portion of this decision we discuss how 
these calculations were performed for various telephone companies 
prior to 1987, with specific reference to the actual circumstances, 
as described by Pacific Bell and DRA in jointly filed Exhibit 4 

("Historical Treatment of ~preeiation 'I'eehnica.l 'C1pc:l.ates For 
Attrition Purposes') • 
c. Problems in 1987 

In'its 1987 attrition advice letter Pacific Bell 
calculated the increase in intrastate expense associated with the 
teennical update at $53,443,000. It arrived at this figure by 

calculating a new composite rate of 6.51% based on the teehnieally 
updated rates adopted by the Commission in Resolution T-11098,6 
a:ld based on estilnated 1981 averaqe Telephone Plant in Service 

6 Resolution T-l1098, issued January 28, 1987, provided for the 
technical update of strai9ht-li~e remaining life depreciation rates 
for all telephone plant, except Circuit and Electronic categories 
of Central Office Equipment, which use equal life qroups, based on 
estimated 1987 average plant. (Resolution T-l2007, Appendix F.) 

The reader should be aware that the composite rate fiqures that 
appear in Resolution 1'-l1098 differ from those discussed here (and 
in Resolution T-12007) because items sUbject to amortization and 
certain other items have been removed • 
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(TPIS). It then s~traeted from 6.5l% the 1986 adopted test year 
composite depreciation rate of 6.12% (based on the adopted 1986 
plant mix) deriving an increase in depre~iation rates of 0.39%. 
This value, 0.39%, was then applied to the 1987 attrition year 
adjusted averaqe TPIS of $17,852,335 to determine the inereas~ in 
depreciation accruals asso~iated with the attrition technical 
update: $53,443,000. This ealculation is shown in the followinq 
table, extracted from Exhibit 1, which compares the Advice Letter 
15215 and Resolution T-12007 treatment: of depreciation expense. . 
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• Camnarison of Advice Letter 15215 and Resolution T-1200i • 

Treatment of Depreciation Expense 

1. ~CT~ 1~a7 ~ •• &:~:ON DE?~CIA=:O~ ~C?~sz ACCORDING TO PACIFIC BELt 

A. A;~:i;ion Ave~3~e T?:S 
e. timez Compo~ite R~te 
c. e~uals Ac=:uals 
o. plus Amorti=~~ioe$ 
E. e~a!s Total Expe~~e 
.F. t:':nes \ Int:a::otate 
G. e~als Int=3::>~3te E:;ense 

:!'. Ac.opte-:' A.ve=a~e 1'?:S 

• 
ti:::tes Tes~ Yea: Rate 
e~a!= Ac::=ual:: 

K. plus A:c:ti:atiocs 
L. e~a!:s Total E:tpe~e 
M. ti~es \ Int:astat~ 
N. equal:: Int:astate E:~e~:e 

o. New Composite Rate 
P. ~nus ·Ol~- Compo Rate 
Q. e~als C~a:ge in Rate 
R. ti:nes A~':,:ition Avq. 'tPIS 
s. equals Ac=:ua1 Inc:ease 
1'. times \ Int:astate 
O. -equals Int:as:ate Ex?e~e 

TOTAL Intr3st3te Oecr~iation 

v. Ope=ations Piece 
w. plus Technical Upc:!ate Piece 
x. equal~ Total Intrastate EX~., 

• 

17,8S.z .. 3~S 
o . O'6S 1 

1,162 .. 187 
35,0.422 

1 .. 5l8" 6090 
0.7676 

1 .. 165,6a.; 

17 .. 852,325 17,85:~32! 
. 0.0'5'1.2 0.06:: 

l,O~2 .. 56l lr09:~5~Z 
3S~,42: 35&,4:: 

1,44a .. 9085 1,4(8,98: 
0.7676 0.7575 

1,112,241 1,ll2,2~1 

0.0651 
0.06!2 

0.065:' 
O:~642 

O'.003g. 
17.8S2,l3S 

690,624 
0.7675 

O~0008 
17,8S2,335 

14,:zsi 
0.7676 

- " -

53,443 

1,112,24l 
$3.443 

1 .. 165,,684 

10,963 

1..112.2(,1 
10.963 

l,123,20'; 
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Our CACO staff recommended, and we adopted in Resolution 
T-12007, an intrastate expense associated with the technical update 
of $10,963,000, or $42,480,000 lower than Paeific Bell's expen:se 
estimate of $53,443,000.7 Instead o,t' sUbtraeting the 6.12% 
composite rate from 6.51%, we subtracted &.43 from 6.51%, ther~~y 
yielding a .08% change in rate, to be multiplied against the 
$17,852,335 TPIS fiqure. 

Our rationale for using 6.43% instead of 6.12% and not 
recognizing the spread between 6.12% and 6.43%,' was adherence to 
the purpose of technieal update, which Nreflects the change in 
depreciation expense due to the change in depreciation rates 
applied to the same year plant mix.N (Resolution T-12007, p. 7.) 
In other words, the spread between 6.12% and 6.43% was due to 
changes in plant mix8 between the commission-adopted 1986 plant 
and Pacific Bell's estimate of 1987 average plant. We based the 
1986 adjusted composite depreciation rate (6.43%) on the estimated 
1987 Plant'mix identified in Resolution T-11098 because Pacific 
Bell used that 1987 plan~ mix in calculating the 6.51% composite 
rate. 

IV. 'l'lle Evidence Considered, in this Limited Rehearing' 
or the Teschnica1 Update IsS' 

A. rn~etiQ1l 

Both Pacific Bell and ORA presented testimony which. 
focused on how the technical update should be 'reflected ideally in 

7 As previously stated, the revenue requirement impact ot' this 
difference was $35,892,000. 

8 A change, in plant mix is a change in the relative level of 
plant contained in the various plant categories; such cha.n9'es occur 
in the course of the year due to plant additions and retirements • 
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attrition adjustments. Both parties presented very different 
approaehes to. this question, as discussed subsequently. 

The ALJ requested that these parties also prepare 
jointly filed Exhibit 4 desiqned to. reveal how technical update had 
})een handled prior to 1987. The purpose of this request was to 
complete the evidentiary record on the factual question whether the 
Commission's disposition of the teChnical update in Resolution 
T-12007 was consistent with prior practice concerning plant mix. 
B. Evidence COnc:erni:oq Bow TecJ:uU.cal. tl'pcklte Should Be 

~nected in Attrition AdiUS'bDentS 

1. Pa<citise U911's Testimony 
Pacific Bell's witness Hebert argues that all of Pacific 

Bell's HauthorizedH 1987 depreciation expense should be allowed in 
the 1987 attrition calculation because this outcome is absolutely 
consistent with the Commission's recognition that the pr~ry 
objective of depreciation is the tull recovery of the cost of 
plant, less salvage considerations, over the useful life of the 
property. Hebert maintains that Resolution T-12007 tailed to 
properly consider depreciation expense associated with a HknownH9 

change in plant ~ by failing' to consider the spread in composite 
rates from 6.12% to 5.43%. 

Pacific Bell has calculated total 1987 attrition year 
intrastate depreciation of $1,165,684,000 in two pieces: (1) the 
operations piece (which is designed to measure the total attrition 
year depreciation expense absent any chanqe in the composite (i.e. 
noncategory specific) depreciation rate between the attrition year 
and. the previous year) and (2) the technical update piece _ Pacific 
Bell maintains that the operations piece cannot reflect ellanc;es in 

9 Review of Resolution T-l109S reveals that the ehanqes in plant 
mix Pacific Bell refers to. are based on estimates of 1987 plant 
that Pacific Bell filed with the Commission in October of 198& • 
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depreciation expense associated with a change in composite 
depreciation rate10 (Exhibit 1, p. 7), and ,that the technical 
update piece must logically be used to recoqnize such change (6.12-

6.43%). In any event, there is no difference in the Advice Letter 
15215 and Resolution T-12007 treatment of the operations piece: 
both reflect an intrastate expense level of $1,112,241,OOO~ as 
shown in the previous comparison table, since both are premised on 
the 6.12% test year composite rate. 

In connection with the technical,update, however, Pacific 
Bell maintains that we must reflect the entire increase in the 
authorized composite depreciation rate from 6.12% in 1986 to 6.51% 

in 19S7 in order to recoqnize both changes in plant mix and changes 
in individual category rates holding plant balances constant. 11 

Furthermore Hebert asserts that because Resolution T-12007 
recognized only the change in individual category rates holding 
plant balances constant (represented by recognition of the 6.43 -
6.51% change), it totally ignored the impact of changes in plant 
mix on the composite depreciation rate. 

Hebert testified that changes in plant mix change the 
composite depreciation in two ways. First, since each plant 
category has its own associated depreciation rate, the year over 
year change in plant mix resulting from different relative levels 
ot net additions (defined previously) causes a change in the 
composite rate between 1986 and 1~S7. (Hebert did not quantify 
this change, however.) Second, the composite rate changes year 

10 We agree that the attrition cookbook precludes recognition of 
such changes in the operations piece. . 

11 ~Changes in individual cateqory rates holdinq plant balances 
constant~ were recognized in Resolution T-12007 by recomputing the 
1986 composite depreciation rate based on 1987 plant balances. 
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over year as more plant is addeci to the plant cateqories for which 
Equal Life Group (ELG) treatment was authorized in D.85-08-047. l2 

Hebert identifies two aspects of the ELG impact.. First 
as more plant is added to the two ELG categories in 1987, this 
alters the total mix (ELG/VG) of plant, since more investment is 
beinq depreciated on an ELG l:>asis than in the prior year. As this . 
happens, ELG related depreciation expenses grow relatively larqer 
as a percentage of total depreciation expense. The result is a 
change to the composite depreciation rate, due to this alteration 
of total mix of ELG and VG based plant.. 'I'he second aspect relates 
to the schedule ot stepped rate~ applicable to ELG vintages by age, 
as authorized by 0.85-08-047. Rates applied to newer vintages of 
plant are higher in an attempt to ensure full ELG recovery for ELG 

groups with shorter life expectancies. Hebert illustrated these 
ELG impacts in Attachment 5, Exhibit 1.. At the 'ALJ's request, 
Hebert also provided a calculation of the revenue requirement 
associated with the year-over-year impact of the ELG m~thodoloqy on 
total depreciation expense, in connection with this technical 
update issue: $17,4l7,000 (late-filed Exhibit 8).l3 

Hebert's recommendation is that the Commission correct 
Resolution T-12007 to recQ9nize the additional <icpreeiation expense 

12 In 0.85-08-047, we adopted the ELG method of depreciation tor 
the Cireuit-¢ther and COE-Eleceronic plant cateqories for 1986 and 
subsequent vintages (plant additions within a qiven calendar year). 
All other plant categories and pre 1986 vintages of cireuit- Other 
and COE-Electronic categories continue to use the Vintage Group 
(VG) method. 

13 In late-tiled Exhibit 9, ORA. ~resc!lts its disagreement with 
Pacific Bell's $17,417,000 calCUlation. DRA's alternative 
calculation is $7,536 (ORA Brief, Appendix D); however, ORA 
apparently does not recommend adoption of either of these figures, 
assertinq that the ELG impact is correctly included. in the 
Resolution T-12007 depreciation accrual already (ORA Brief, p. 9) • 
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associated with the change in the composite depreciation rate from 
6.12% to 6.43%, reflecting the year-over-year change in plant mix. 

In addition, Hebert suggests that, in order to provide 
full capital recovery, the commission must grant (i) revenues to 
offset authorized depreciation expense for 1987; or (ii) a $42.5 
million annual reduction in booked depreciation expense for 1987 
for which Pacific Bell cla~ offsetting revenues have not been 
provided by Resolution T-12007. He recommends that a reduction of 
booked depreciation expense ($42.5 million annually) be authorized 
for the period. from 1/1/87 to the effective date o'! a Commission 
decision which corrects for the ""underrecoveryN problem. On a 
going-forward Dasis, Pacific Bell requests allowance of the 
additional revenue requirement for the unadjusted, currently 
authorized level of intrastate depreciation expense. Pacific Bell 
claims that this requires a $3$.9 million annual increase in 
revenue requirement. 

2. PRA'8 %estimo:qy; 
ORA's witness Joshi submits that a combined method, which 

simply develops the total depreciation effect of plant growth and 
technical update in one step, should be used in lieu'of the two 
step process used in Resolution T-12007. Joshi believes this is 
consistent with the unwritten practice and consistent with past 
attrition reviews, with the exception of Pacific Bell's 1984-1985 
attrition year review, which deviated from the norm ""due to a staff 
oversight. * (Exhibit 2, page 2.) Joshi believes it is advisable 
to calculate the attrition year depreciation expense using 
attrition year values for each category of plant and technically 
updated rates in place of esti:mating two components, as was done in 
Resolution T-l2007. 

Joshi also disputes Pacific Bell's claim that the 
technical update Resolut~.' \' .. o(esolution T-11098) reflects anything 

" t , 

more than authorized depreciation rates by plant category. While 
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• Resolution T-l1098 also shows estimated increases in the to-be= 
book~ depreciation e~eDse14 due to the authorized depreciation 
rates, these are not adopted ratemakinq levels. The composite 
6.51% uses 1987 estimated to-be-booked plant levels and plant mix 
which are siqnificantly different from the 1986 ratemakinq adopted 
plant mix. Joshi stresses that: 

wSpecific adopted rates are not in issue. What 
is at issue is the need to rccoqnize that the 
adopted ratemakinq depreciation expense will 
invariably be different from actual booked or 
estimated to-be-booked depreciation expense due 
to ratemakinq disallowances and the vagaries of 
estimates used for settinq rates in the future. 
My attempt to make the ratemakinq and the 
booked depreciation expense level converge is 
beyond the scope of this proceeding. In any 
event the correctinq mechanism is the true-up 
effect of the subsequent test year rate 
proceeding when plant levels and plant mix are 
once aqain evaluated for a new base..... (Exhibit 
2, p. 5.) 

• In sum Joshi opposes Pacific Bell's 6.12-6.51% composite 
rate spread and its underlyinq methodology. He believes the 
combined method qives a more precise derivation of depreciation and 
should be used. However, the method used in Resolution T-12007 
derives a close approximation, in Joshi's view, considering the 
magnitude of the total depreciation expense. Joshi's recommended 
combined method would authorize $10 million more in depreciation 
expense, for an associated revenue requirement impact of $6,498,000 
(late-filed Exb.ibit 7). 

14 Resolution T-l1098 (Table A) showed a chanqein annual 
depreciation expense ot $14,162,000. This figure was not adjusted 
to· reflect the fact that only a portion of Pacific Bell's plant is 
devoted to intrastate service. 
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c. Eyislsmce COncerning the Pasj: calculation of Technical Vpd¢e 
Joint Exhibit 4 demonstrates how technical updates have 

Deen calculated for the major telephone companies subsequent to 
0.84-06-111. The technical update revisions in question stem from 
Pacific Bell's 1984-1985 attrition review, General Telephone's 1985 

and 1986 attrition reviews, and continental Telephone's test year 
1985 proceedin9~ 

In connection with 0.84-06-111 which preceded these 
reviews, ORA notes that the Commission in that qeneral rate case 
decision adopted an attrition overlay for Pacifie Bellon the post
divestiture 1983 Pacific Telephone base year. 0.84-06-111, which 
incorporated a technical depreciation update, thus included issues 
unique to divestiture. As ORA notes: 

W • •• [TJhe plant mix for PaeBell was updated 
from the 1983 plant mix tor the 1984 attrition 
year. However, such an update was appropriate 
tor a full rate ease proceeding in the attempt 
to accurately characterize the newly divested 
Pacific Telephone plant in its tirst year of 
operations. In the context of a tul1 general 
rate case it was appropriate to review and 
adjust all appropriate factors especially 
recog.nizinq that an attrition type overlay was 
the only practical way to estimate a newly 
divested entity with no prior recorded data.· 
(ORA Brief, p. 6.) 

As the record demonstrates, pacific Bell subsequently 
filed for 1984-1985 attrition. In that attrition tiling, change in 
plant mix was reflected in the operations piece of the depreciation 
calculations. ·The change in plant mix was not reflected in the 
incremental expense associated with Technical Update ••• • (Joint 
Exhibit 4, p. 2).. However, as this record demonstrates, these are 
the only two instances in which chanqes in plant mix were 
recognized and, in at least one of those instances, the change in 
plant mix was only recognized as part of 't).j.c operations piece, not 
as part of the technical update piece. In its brief, ORA likens 
these exceptions to ·departures from appropriate procedure because 
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of the extre~ely unusual necessity to start with a newly divested 
entity with no recorded prior data.* (ORA Brie!, p. 7.) 

ORA asserts it would be inappropriate to continue to use 
estimated-to-be-booked mix instead of adopted plant by category 
(mix) for technical upaates. The more appropriate procedure, in 
its view, is to use adopted test year plant levels by category 
(mix), the procedure routinely used tor General Telephone in the 
1985 and 1986 attrition years and for Continental Telephone Company 
in 1985. (Joint Exhibit 4.)15 

Pacific Bell fr~es its principal discussion of prior 
Commission precedents around Joshi's suggested *combined method
for calculating attrition year depreciation expense: in that regard 
it arques Against adoption of Joshi's eombined method on the basis 
that no precedent tor that method exists.. (pacific Bell Brie!, pp. 
19-20.) 

Pacific Bell also argues that there is no customary or 
established method f~r calculating depreeiation expense associated 
with technical update in the context of attrition.. It states: 

*These workpapers (Exhibit 4) indicate that 
gitteren~ approaches have been used for 
depreciation expense, includinq technical 
update, depending on the individual 
circumstances involved.- (Pacific Bell Brief, 
p. 19.) 

1s, Pacific Bell says. that the 1985 Continental review was actually 
a general rate case decision, which ineluded a represcription of 
depreciation rates (0.85-03-057), and that no attempt was made in 
that decision to ~antity a year-over-year change in depreciation 
expense. 
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v. Resolsrtion of the Issue 

First it is necessary to put our deeision in the 
appropriate framework. Our intent in granting this limited 
rehearing was not to relitigate prior Commission policy decisions, 
but rather to consider whether Resolution T-12007 properly carried 
out the mandates of the December decision (D.86-12-099) in 
connection with Pacific Bell's 1987 attrition filing (0.87-06-02Z, 
mi:e~. pp. 1-2). 

This is a focused review, which does not contemplate 
reaching the :erits of how the technical update iQ~ally should have 
been calculated, which unfortunately the parties devoted most of 
their attention to. Thus, we do not find helpful the policy 
arguments on Hfull capital recoveryH presented by Pacific Bell, 
which it advances in support of the argument for recognition of 
changes in plant mix over and above the adopted base. Citing 0.84-
06-111, Pacific Bell elatms that the Commission has a policy of 
Hfull capital recoveryH. 0.84-06-111, actually says: 'The basic 
objective of depreciation is the recovery of the cost of plant, 
less salvage, over the useful life of the property~ • .no more and 
no less ••• H (mimeo p. 48). However, no one here contends that 
Pacific Bell should be allowed to recover depreciation on total . ' 

plant in excess of the figure established DY application of the 
attrition formula, even though Pacific's estimated 1987 plant 
exceeds that amount. Thus, it is clear that other, countervailing 
policy considerations temper any policy of 'full capital recoveryH. 
The language that Pacific Bell relies. on, therefore, is not 
dispositive of the question whether Hfull capital recoveryH should 
prevail over the Commission's oDligation to ensure the 
reasonableness of changes in plant mix by reviewing them in general 
rate eases. (~. Resolution T-1109S: Commission approval of 
depreciation rates Dased on 1987 estimated plant "is nota finding 
of "reasonableness for ratemakinq purposes".) Citing 0.84-06-111, 
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of reasonableness for ratemaking purposesw.) Citinq. 0.84-06-111, 
Pacitic Bell further argues that technical update is intended Wto 
account for changes in the composition of utility plantW (:mimeo p. 
48). However, the quoted phrase is not dispositive of the question 
whether technical update, in the context of an attrition 
adjustl'llent, is meant to recognize: (i) only changes in the 
composition of plant within individual plant categories; or also 
(ii) changes in plant mix (i.....!:..... changes in the relative level of 
plant contained in the various plant categories). (~the full 
discussion of technical update in 0.84-06-111 mimeo pp .. 48-49.) 

Furthermore, we do not consider the merits of Joshi's 
combined method. as a sUbstitute for the cookbook formula. As 

Pacific Bell notes, consideration of such a change would involve 
modifying the attrition formula (and the underlying decisions)--a 
task which is indisputably beyond the scope of this narrowly 
focused rehearing. 16 , 

The eyidenee adduced during this 1imite~ rehearing 
demonstrates the fact that there has not been total consistency in 
our treatment of changes in plant mix, evidenced. by our unusual 
handling of Pacific Bell's divestiture overlay and subsequent 
attrition review in the immediate post-divestiture environment. 
There also has not been a definitive formula for calculating 
technical update. However, the evidence and arguments of the 
parties show that, even in the absence of such a definitive 
formula, the approved practice followed by the Commission, with a 
possible exception, is not to recoqnize changes in plant mix in the 
incremental expense associated with technical update in attrition 
filings. We conclude that any different handling of the technical 

16 Suggestions for changes in the existing formula are appropriate 
for consideration in I.87-11-033, where we are reviewing 
alternative regulatory frameworks for loeal exhange carriers • 
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considerations. (See, e.g., D.84-06-111, mime~, p. 43). ORA 
contenas that the commission's handling of the 1984-198$ attrition 
filing was caused ~y departures from normal procedures. It seems 
reasonable to ~elieve that such departures in the immediate post
divestiture environment led to an unwarranted recognition of 
changes in plant mix as part of Pacific Bell's attrition review for 
that year. In any ease, as. pointed out above, the change in plant 
mix was recognized as part of the operations piece, and thus does 
not support Pacific Bell's contention that change in plant :mix 
shoula ~e recognized as part of technical update. Moreover, the 
same decision that passed on Pacific Bell's 1984-19SS attrition 
request (D.85-03-042) also passed on General's 19S5 attrition 
request. Exhibit 4 shows that General's 19S5 technical update was 
calculated using the adopted plant mix as a ~ase. Similarly, 
General's 1986 technical update, which resulted in a revenue 
increase granted in 0.S5-12-0S1, issued December lS, 1985, was 
calculated using adopted plant mix as a ~ase. Thus, in the period 
immediately preceding issuance of 0.86-12-099, our decision 
confirming the appropriateness of including the technical update in 
attrition year filings, the Commission did not include changes in 
plant mix in technical update. Therefore, we conclude that we 
contemplated no change from this treatment when we issuFd 
0~S6-12-099, requiring a 19S7 attrition year filing ~ased on the 
interim results of operation adopted in 0.86-01-026 (pacific Bell's 
post divestiture 1986 test year general rate case). 

Since Resolution T-12007 calculated the technical update 
for the 1987 attrition year consistent with that practice (i.e., 
without recognizing changes in plant :mix), we :believe it properly 
excluded the additional sums requested ~y Pacific Bell in Advice 
Letter 15215 from calculation of the technical update. 

~~cific Bell's request t~ reduce its booked depreciation 
expense is inconsistent with the above disposition of the issues. 
Moreover, to the extent Pacific Bell seeks'a general change in the 
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Moreover, to the extent Pacific Bell seeks a general change in the 
way it ~ooks its depreciation expense, its request is ~eyond the 
scope of this limited rehearinq_ 

Because our disposition of the technical update issue 
does not recognize any shifts in plant mix, it does not recognize 
attrition year shifts in plant mix due to our.autho=izinq Pacific 
Bell in D.S5-08-047 t~ depreciate plant added to. two plant 
categories17 beginning in 1986 using the ELG method, rather than 
the VG method.. Pacific Bell made no argument in Advice Letter 
lSZlS or in this limited rehearing proceeding that such shifts are 
the type of changes which should be recognized as Ngovernmental or 
regulatory actions which have a definitely quantifiable effect on 
the attrition year revenue requirementN (D.86-12-099, Section M, 
miJneo. p. 25-), although the AI.:! requested late-filed Exhibit s: in 
an attempt to augment the record on this question. 

Moreover, Pacific Bell's Exh;bit 8: ELG calculation of 
$17.4 million is unacceptable as a Section *MN calculation. 
Exhibit 8: includes not only those changes in plant mix resylting 
directly tro~ our authorization of ELG depreciation for the two 
plant categories involved, but also. other differences ~etween 
Pacific Bell's estimated 19S7 plant mix and the plant mix adopted 
for Pacific Bell's 1986 test year relating to. those two categories. 
AS explained a})ove, our practice is not to recognize changes in 
plant ~. in technical update in attrition filings. Moreover, to 
recoqnize changes in plant mix in attrition years would certainly 
be inconsistent with our concern that plant additions be validated 
~y a showing of reasonableness in general rate cases. Nonetheless, 
we do not wish t~ close the door to a ·Section M-typeN showing in 
tuture years, despite the fact that Pacific Bell has not raised 

17 These two plant categories are Cireuit-other and COE
Electronic. 
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this precise argument to date. ~heretore, we are willing to. 
consider such. a showing' (as authorized by o. 86-l2'-099) in 
connection with Pacific Bell's upcoming 1988 attrition year filing, 
due January 30, 1988 (0.87-10-075). 

More specifi,cally, in its 1988 attrition year filing, 
Pacific Bell is free to make a Section ~w showing that increased 
depreciation expense due to increased levels of ELG plant should be 

recognized, subject to the following ltmitation: consistent with 
the above discussion, we will re~ognize no change in the 
percentages or Cirguit:Other and CQE-Electroni~ plant witbin 
Paciric Bell's a~2Pted tes~ year 1986 plant mix, but we will 
consider recognition of the impact of increased proportions of ELG 

plant within each of those categories due to: 1) authorized 
additions to those two plant'categories; 18 and Z) retirement of 
older plant subject to VG treatment in those two plant categories 
and its replacement with newer plant subject to Etc treatment.19 

Plant cateqories s~j ect to ELG treatment are to be capped at the 
~e growth rate used for the attrition year telephone plant in 
service • Additions to plant are to be made in ELG plant, while 
retirements are to be made in VG plant. Pacific Bell should 
support any such request with a showing· that recognition of 
D.85-08-047's impact meets the criteria set forth in Section ~w of 
0;86-12-099, and use a formula designed to· capture only the above
noted limited impacts. 

In sum, we have carefully considered all the issues and 
arquments raised in Pacific Bell's application tor rehearing of 

18 i.e., growth in those plant categories representing their 
proportional share of the attrition cookbook's :Co-"'!D.ul,r. for growth 
in telephone plant in service (TPIS). ',. " 

19 Pacific Bell should rely on the kinds of plant retirement 
ratios it has used previously, as shown in Exhibit '2' (Attachment J..,. 
stamped paqe 53985). 
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. 
Resolution '1'-12007, includinq those matters held in abeyance i~ 
0.87-06-022 (Orderinq Paragraph 5), and are of the opinion that 
su~ticient qrounds~!or qranting rehearing have not been Shown. 
Pj,ruSings of h£t 

1. In D.86-07-022~ we granted rehearinq in this matter for 
the limited purposes of receiving evidence and argument concerning 
what properly should have been included within the. Wtechnical 
update of book depreciation rates· for attrition purposes as 
ordered by 0.86-12-099,. and determininq whether any of the sums 
requested by Pacific Bell that Resolution '1'-12001 excluded from. the 
Technical update for Depreciation Expense should be allowed in 
calculatinq Pacific Bell's ,1987 attrition revenue re~irement. 

2. 0.86-07-022 excluded relitiqation or prior commission 
policy decisions from the. issues specified for limited rehearing· in 
connection with the technical update question and restricted the 
limited rehearing to consideration of whether Resolution '1'-12001 
properly carried out 0.86-12-099 • 

3. Pacific Bell presented evidence in support of its Advice 
Letter 15215 technical update calculations which focused on the 
need to recognize changes in plant mix (includinq associated ELG 

impacts) over and above adopted 1986 test year levels, in order to 
assure wfull capital recovery-. 

4. ORk presented evidence in support of a weombined methodw 

tor calculating attrition year depreciation.expense; under this 
method, Pacific Bell's 1987 attrition year revenue requirement 
would increase by approxilnately $6.$ million, although ORA 
maintained that the revenue requirement adopted in Resolution 
T-12007 Mas also reasonable. 

S. In Pacific Bell's 1984-1985 attrition filing (addressed 
in 0.85-03-042) the incremental expense associated with technical 
update did not reflect any change in plant mix. 0.85-03-042 
calculated General's 1985 technical update usinq the adopted plant 
mix as a base. 0.85-12-081 (December 18, 198$) likewise calculated 
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General's 1986 technical update using the adopted plant mix as a 
base. 

6. Thus, the evidence adduced during this l~ted rehearing 
shows that while no definitive formula for calculating technical 
update has been specified by this commission, the Commission's 
practice in the period immediately preceding issuance of 
0:86-12-099 (December 22, 1986) has been not to reflect any changes 
from the adopted pla.~t mix in the incremental expense associated 
with technical update. To the extent, if any, the procedure used 
for Pacific Bell in 0.84-06-111 differed, the difference was rooted 
in divestiture-overlay considerations. 

7. In D.86-12-099, the Commission endorsed the inclusion of 
technical update in attrition filings, subsequent to issuance of 
its interim decision on Pacific Bell 1986 test year results of 
operations; thus, the *divestiture-overlay* was no longer a 
consideration. 

S. Resolution'T-12007's treatment of the technical update 
for attrition year 1987 followed the Commission's practice in the 
period immediately preceding issuance of 0.86-l2-099 and, 
therefore, properly did not reflect changes in plant mix in the 
incremental expense associated with technical update. 

9. The attrition cookbook precludes recognition in the 
operations piece of changes in depreciation expense and the 
composite depreciation rate due to changes in plant mix. 

10. Pacific Bell has not raised a Section ~ argument, and 
accordingly, we will not grant it any Section ~w relief for 1987. 
However, 0.85-08-047's adoption of ELG treatment for two plant 
categories may be the type of qovernmental or regulatory action 
whose effects, to the limited extent specified in this order, may 
be recognized in future attrition year reviews. 
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1. Given the defined scope of this limited rehearing, and 
the evidence presented, none of the arguments advaneed by Pacific 
Bell or ORA warrant any increased revenue requirement ealculations 
here. Pacific Bell's policy arguments about Wtull capital 
recoveryN are not dispositive of the particular question here and 
ORA's combined m.ethod proposal is beyond the scope ot this 
proceeding. 

2. Pacific Bell's request tor changes on rehearing of 
Resolution T-12007 should be denied. 

3. In all other respectS, Pacific Bell's application for 
rehearing should be denied. 

ORDER 

rr IS, ORDERED that: 

'.. 1. At the time Pacific Bell' submits its 1988 attrition 
• filing, pursuant to. 0.87-10-07,5., it may submit its proposal for 

recognition of the ELC impacts on depreciation tor the 1988 
attrition year, consistent with the preceding discussion. Thus, in 
any such proposal, plant cate<jories subject to ELG treatment are to. 
be capped at the same qrowth rate used tor the attrition year 
telephone plant in service; and additions to plant are to be :made 
in ELG plant, while retirements are to be made in VG plant. This 
tiling shall be served on all parties of record in this proceeding 
and in A.8S-01-034. 

'. 
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2. Pacific Bell's application tor rehearing of Resolution 
T-12007 is denied. 

This order is effeetive toaay. 
Oated December 17, 198,7, at San Francisco, California. 
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The ALJ's Proposed Decision was filed and serv 
parties on November 17, 1987. On December 7, 1987, pur 
Rule 77.1 et seq. of the Commission's Rules of Practi e and 
Procedure, Pacific Bell, and ORA filed written comm In 
addition, on December 14, 1987, Pacific Bell file 
These reply comments responded to arguments rai d in ORA's 
comments about the propriety of qranting a fo of relief for 1987, 

in the absence of specific request for such lief by Pacific Bell. 
~ter reviewing these comments, w. have made certain 

editorial modifications, reflected prtmar' y in Section V, infra. 
Other minor editorial changes are found oughout the text (see 
e.g. Section IV. C.). In addition to- ese changes, we have made 
one substantive change in Section v, n recognition of ORA's 
arguments against a Seetion ~" fil' g for the 1987 attrition year. 
ORA correctly notes that Pacific Bell did not request Section ~W 
consideration of ELG revenue re~rements impaets and argues that 
such consideration would undUly~r010ng this proceeding. On 
reflection, we are persuaded 01 ORA that we are not required to 
grant Pacific Bell relief it id not ask for, and that it is time 
to bring this proceeding to close. Thus, we ltmit consideration 
of section "MW relief to, e 1988 attrition year filing. 

XI. 

In Decision (D.) 86-12-099 we ordered Pacific Bell to 
make filing, covering operational and financial 
attrition for 1987, in accordance·with our est~lished generic 
attrition formula sometimes referred to as the "attrition 
cookbook"). icated that we would consider the technical 
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Meanwhile, on April 24, 19S7~ Pacific Bell filed its ~ 
Application for Rehearing of ResolutIon T-12007 claiminq sev~ 
legal errors: lack of notice and hearings: lack o~ proper 
findings; improper determination of attrition year labor 
productivity: violation of Pacifie Bell's due process ~ghts in 
calculation of ,the adopted composite depreciation ra ei and 
violation of the rule against retroactive ratemaki 

On June lS, 1987, we issued 0.87-06-02 modifying 
Resolution T-12007 in certain respects and gran ing limited 
rehearing of two· issues: technical update 
escalation factor. 4 More specifically, we 
of this limited rehearing in the ordering 
0.87-06-022: 

lineated the scope 
:t:agraphs of 

"1. Tho application of Paci ic Bell is granteci 
for the limited purpose of eeeivinq evidence 
and argument concerning wh properly should, 
have been.inclucieci within e Nteehnical update 
of book depreciation rat N for attrition 
purposes as ordered by e 0.$6-12-099 and to 
determining whether any' of the sums requested 
by Pacific Bell that solution No·. T-12007 
excluded from the Tec ical Update for 
Depreciation E~ense should be allowed in 
calculating Pac~fie ll's 1987 attrition 
revenue requiremen • 

4 In 0.87-06-0 2 we did not finally resolve the' remaining issues 
in the Applicat on for Rehearing, indicating that we would adciress 
them in this a ision • 
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depreciation expense associated with a change in composite 
depreciation rate (Exhibit 1, p. 7), and that the technical 
piece must· logically be used to recognize such Change (6.l.2-6.4 
In any event, there is no difference in the Advice Letter l5 50 and 
Resolution 1'-12007 treatment of the operations piece: ~o reflect 
an intrastate expense level of $1,112,241,000; as shown the 
previous comparison table, since both are premised e &.12% 
test year eomposite rate. 

In connection with the technical update however, Paeifie 
Bell maintains that we must reflect the entire . crease in the 
authorized composite depreeiation rate from 6 2% in 198& to &.51% 
in 1987 in order to recoqnize ~oth changes' plant mix and changes 
in individual category rates holding plan: alances constant. 10 . 
Furthermore Hebert asserts that because esolution 1'-12007 

recognized only the change in individu category rates holding. 
plant balances constant (represented y recognition of the 6.43 -
6.51% change), it totally ignored t e impact of changes in plant 
mix on ,the composite depreciation ate. 

Hebert testified that in plant mix change the 
composite depreciation in two First, since each plant 
category has its own assoeia d depreciation rate, the year over 
year change in plant mix re lting from different relative levels 
of net additions (defined Ireviously) causes a change in the 
composite rate between 16 and 1987. (Hebert did not quantify 
this change, however.) Second, the composite rate changes year 

l.0 "Change in individual category rates holdinq plant balances 
constant" ere recognized in Resolution 1'-12007 by recomputing the 
198& comp ite depreeiation rate based on 1987 plant balances • 
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over year as more plant is added to the plant categories for 
Equal Life Group (Etc) treatment was au~orized in O.~5-OS-0 

Hebart identifies two aspects of the ELG impact. 
as more plant is added to the two ELG categories in 1987, 

is 
As this 

alters the total mix (ELG/VG) ot plant, since more 
being depreciated on an ELG basis than in the prior 
happens, ELG related depreciation expenses grow re 
as a percentage of total depreciation expense. result is a 

this alteration change to the composite depreciation rate, due 
of total mix ot ELG and VG based plant. 'I'he 
to the schedule ot stepped rates applicab 
as authorized by D.85-08-047. Rates appl 

aspect relates 
ELG vintages by age, 

to newer vintages of 
plant are higher in an attempt to ens~~~full ELG recovery for ELC 
groups with shorter life expectancies Hebert illustrated these 
ELG ilnpaets in Attacb.m.ent 5, At the 1UJ' s request, 
Hebert also provided a calculaw.~Jur the revenue requirement 

impact of the ELG methodology on associated with the 
total depreciation expense, 
update issue: $17,417 ( 

with this technical 
EXhibit 8) .. 12 

Hebert's recol:nm~~n(lja'Cion is that the commission correct 
Resolution '1'-12007 nize the additional depreciation expense 

11 In 0.85-08-047 we adopted the ELG method of depreciation for 
the Circuit-Other ~d COE-Electronic plant categories tor 1986 and 
sUbsequent vinta~s (plant additions within a given calendar year). 
All other plant;categories and pre 1986 vintages of Circuit- Other 
and COE-Electronic categories continue to, use the Vintage Group 
(VC) m.ethod. I 
12 In late-~led Exhibit 9, DRA presents its disagreement with 

Pacific Be%is $17,417,000 calculation. ORA's alternative 
calculatio is $7,536 (ORA Brief, Appendix 0); however, ORA 
apparently does not recommend adoption ot either of these tigures, 
asserting';that the ELG impact is correctly inclUded in the 
Resoluti~ T-12007 depreciation accrual already .(DRA Brie!, p. 9) • 

.I 
I 
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Resolution T-11098 also shows estimated increases in the~e
R9ok~d depr~ciati2D expensel~ due to the authorized de ~~iation 
rates, these are not adopted ratemaking levels. The composite 
6.51% uses 1987 estimated to-be-booked plant leve and plant mix 
which are siqnificantly different from the~9a6 atemaking 
plant mix. Joshi stresses that: 

NSpecitic adopted rates are not i issue. What 
is at issue.is the need to reco ze that the 
adopted ratemaking depreciation~xpense will 
invariably be different from actual booked or 
estimated to-be-booked deprecJration expense due 
to ratemaking disallowances ~d the vagaries of 
estimates used for setting~ates in the future. 
A:ny atteI!'lpt to make the r~emaking and the 
booked depreciation expente level converge is 
beyond the scope of th3.~ proceeding. In any 
event the correcting m,chanism is the true-up 
eftect of the subsequent test year rate 
proceeding when plantflevels and plant mix are 
once again evaluatedffor a new base. N (Exhibit 

adopted' 

2, p. 5.) L 
In sum Joshi opp es Pacifie Bell's 6.12-6.51% composite 

rate spread and its unde~Ying methodology. He believes the 
combined method. gives a~ore precise derivation of depreciation and 
should be used. Howev~, the method used in "Resolution T-12007 
derives a close apprO~imation, in Joshi's view, considering the 
magnitude ot the total depreciation expense. Joshi's recommended 
combined method WO~d authorize $10 million more in depreciation 
expense, tor an aS$ociated revenue requirement impact of $&,498,000 
(late-tiled t 7). 

13 Resolu on '1'-11098: (Table A) showed a change in annual 
depreciati9n expense of $14,162,000. This figure was not adjusted 
to :retlect! the tact that only a portion ot Pacific Bell's. plant is 

devote~ intrastate service~ 17 _ 
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c. / 
Joint 4 demonstrates have 

been calculated for the major telephone companies subse ent to 
0.84-06-111. The technical update revisions in quest' n stem from 
Pacific Bell's 1984-1985- attrition review, General lephone's 1985-
and 1986 attrition reviews, and Continental Telep 
1985 proceeding. 

In connection with 0.84-06-111 whi 
reviews, ORA notes that the commission in general rate case 
decision adopted an attrition overlay for acific Bellon the post
divestiture 1983 Pacific Telephone base ear., 0.84-06-111, which 
incorporated a technical depreci~tion 
unique to divestiture. As ORA notes: 

* ••• CTJhe plant mix for acSell was updated 
from the 1983 plant :mi)C or the 1984 attrition 
year. However, such an pdate was appropriate 
for a full rate case p oceeding in the attempt 
to accurately charact rize the newly divested 
Pacific Telephone pl ~ in its first year of 
operations. In the context of a full general 
rate case it was a ropriate to review and 
adjust all approp iate factors especially 
recognizing that n attrition type overlay was 
the only practi 1 way to estimate a newly 
divested entit with no prior recorded data.* 
(ORA. Brief, p 6. ) 

issues 

As the reco demonstrates, Pacific Bell subsequently 
filed for 19S4-198S trition. In that attrition filing, change in 
plant mix was refle ed in the operations piece of the depreciation 
calculations. NT 
incremental expe 
Exhibit 4, p. 2 • 

change in plant :mix was not reflected in the 
e associated with Technical Update ••• * (Joint 
However, as this record demonstrates, these are 

the only two i stances in which changes in plant mix wc~e 
~ecognized. n its brief, ORA likens these exceptions to 
Hdepartures rom appropriate procedure because of the extremely 

essity to start with a newly divested entity with no
(ORA Briet~ p. 7.) 
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ORA asserts it would be inappropriato to continue 
estimated-to-be-booked mix instead of adopted plant by cat 
(mix) for technical updates. The more app~opriate proee 
its view, is to use adopted test year plant levels by tegory 
(mix), the procedure'routinely used for General Tele one in the 
1985 and 1986 attrition years and for Continental lephone Company 
in 1985. (Joint Exhibit 4.)14 

Pacific Bell trames its principal dis ssion of prior 
Commission precedents around ~oshi's suggeste "combined method" 
tor calculating attrition year depreCiation xpense; in that regard 
it argues against adoption of Joshi's como ned method on the basis 
that no precedent tor that method exists (Paeifie Bell Brief, pp. 
19-20.) 

Pacifie Bell also argues th t there is no customary or 
established method for calculating preciation expense associated 
with technical update in the eonte of attrition. It states: 

"These workpapers (Exh' it 4) indicate that 
gifferent approaehes ve been used for 
depreciation expense includin9 technical 
update, depending 0 the indiv~dual 
eircumstances invo ed~" (Pacific Bell Brief, 
p. 19.) 

14 Pacific Be 1 says that the 1985 Continental review was actually 
a general rat case decision, which included a rcprescription of 
depreeiation~ates (0.85-03-057), and that no attempt was made in 
that decisio to quantify a year-over-year change in depreciation 
expense • 

- 19 -
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v.. Resolution ot :th~ Issue 

First it is necessary to put our decision 
appropriate framework. Our intent in qrantinq this 
rehearing was not to relitigate prior Commission pol'cy decisions, 
but rather to consider whether Resolution T-12007 operly carried 
out the mandates of the December decision (0.86- -099) in 
connection with Pacific Bell's 1987 attrition ling (0.87-06-022, 
mimeo. pp. 1-2). 

This is a focused review, 
reaching the m~rits of how the technical 
been calculated. 

pdate ideally should have 
lpful the policy arguments 

on Hfull capital recoveryH presented Pa~ific Bell, which it 
advances in ,support ot the arC]UlD.ent or recognition of changes in 
plant mix over and above the adopt base. Citing 0.84-06-111,. 
Pacific Bell claims that the Comm'ssion has a policy of Hfull 
capital recoveryH. 0.84-06-111 actually says: HThe basic 
objective of depreciation is t e recovery of the cost of plant, 
less salvage, over the usefu¥life of the property. • • no, more and 
no less ••• H (mimeo p. ~)~ However, no one here contends that 
Pacitic Bell should be al~wed to recover depreciation on total 
plant in excess ot th~t qure established by application of the 
attrition formula, eve though Pacific's estimated 1987 plant 
exceeds that amount. Thus, it is clear that other,. countervailing 
policy considerati? temper any policy of Hfull capital recoveryH. 
The lanquage thatjPacific Bell relies on, therefore, is not 
dispositive of ~ question whether Htull capital recoveryH should 
prevail over th' Commission's obligation to ensure the 
reasonablenes ot changes in plant mix by reviewing them in general 
rate cases. (~. Resolution '1'-l1098: Commission approval of 
depreciati rates based on 1987 estimated plant His not a finding 

for ratemakinq purposesW). Citing 0.84-06-11l, , . 

- 20 -
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Pacific Bell further argues that technical up~ate is intenae 
account for changes in the composition ot utility plantN 

48). However, the quotea phrase is not dispositive of 
whether technical update, in the context of an attrit' 
adjustment, is meant to recognize: (i) only change 
composition of plant within inaividual plant cate ries; or (ii) 

lative level of 
(~ the full 

mimeo pp~ 48-49.) 

changes also in plant mix (~ changes in the 
plant contained in the various plant categori 
~iscussion of technical upaate in 0.84-06-1 

Furthermore, we do not considere morits of Joshi's 
combine~ method as a substitute for the ookbook formula. As 

Pacific Bell notes, consi~eration of s 
modifying the attrition formula (and 
task"which is inaisputably beyond 
focused rehearinq.1S 

The evidence ad~uced d 

h a change would involve 
e underlying ~ecisions)--a 

scope of this narrowly 

this limited rehearing 
has not been total consistency in 

our treatment of ehanges in p nt mix, evi~enced by our unusual 
handling of Pacific Bell's d' estiture overlay an~ subsequent 
attrition review in the' diate post-divestiture environment. 
There also has not been a efinitive formula for calculating 
technical update. Howov r, the evidence and arguments of the 
parties show that, in the absence of such a ~efinitive 
formula, the approve~ ractice followed by the Commission, except 
in those two instanc"s, is that a~opted plant levels and adopted 
plant mix are the b se starting points for attrition year estimates 
of technical upda We conclude that the handling of the 
technieal update ssue in D.84-06-111 was rooted in divestiture 

lS SU9gest'ons tor changes in the existing formula are appropriate 
for consid~ation in I.87-11-033, where we are reviewinq 

.... alterna~ regulatory tramew:r:: :or local exhanqe carriers. 
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overlay considerations. (See, e.g., 0.84-06-111, mimeo, 
ORA contends that the Commission's handling of the 1984-
attrition filing was caused by departures from normal 
It seems reasonable to believe that such departures 
immediate post-divestiture environment led to an warranted 
recognition of changes in plant mix as part of cific Bell's 
attrition review for that year. In any case, 
the change in plant mix was recognized as p 

s pointed out above, 
of the operations 

piece, and thus does not support Pacific B ll'scontention that 
change in plant mix should be recognized as part of technical 
update. Moreover, the same decision th passed on Pacific Bell's 
1984-1985 attrition request (0.85-03- 42) also passed on General's 
1985 attrition request. Exhibit 4 ows that General's 1985 

technical update was calculated u ng the adopted plant mix as a 
base. Similarly, General's 1986 echnical update, whiCh resulted in 
a revenue increase granted in 
1985, was calculated using a 

.85-12-081, issued Oecember 18, 

pted plant mix as a base. Thus, in 
the period immediately pree ding issuance of O.S6-lZ-099, our 
decision confirming the a ropriateness of including the technical 
update in attrition year. filings, the Commission did not include in 
its calculations of te ical update changes in plant mix. 
Therefore, we conclu that we contemplated no'change from this 
treatment when we i ued 0.86-12-099, requiring a 1987 attrition 
year filing based n the interim results of operation adopted in 
0.86-01-026 (Pac' io Bell's post divestiture 1986 test year general 
rate case). 

Sin Resolution T-12007 calculated the technical update 
for the 1987 attrition year consistent with that practice (i.e., 

izing changes in plant mix), we believe it properly 
e additional sums requested by Pacific Bell in Advice 

from calculation of the technical update. 
Pacific Bell's request to reduce its booked depreciation 

e is inconsistent with the above disposition of the issues • 

- 22 -
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Moreover, to the extent Pacific Bell seeks a general change in 
way it books its depreciation 'expense, its request is beyond 
scope of this limited rehearinq. 

Because our disposition of the technical 
does not recognize any shifts in plant mix, it does n 
attrition year shifts in plant mix due to our autho zing Pacific 
Bell in D.85-08-047 to' depreciate plant added to 0 plant 
categories16 beginning in 1986 using the ELG me oa, rather than 
the VG method. Pacific Sell made no, argument n Advice Letter 
15215 or in this limited rehearing proeeedi 
the type of changes which should be reco zed as Ngovernmental or 
regulatory actions which have a definit y quantifiable effect on 
the attrition year revenue requiremen (D.86-12-099, Section M, 
mimeo. p. 25), although the AIJ re sted late-filed Exhibit 8 in 
an attempt to augment the record 0 this question. 

Moreover, Pacific Bell' Exhibit 8 ELG calculation of 
$l7.4 million is unacceptable a Section ~N calculation • 
Exhibit 8 includes not only· s~ changes in plant mix resulting 
directly from our authoriza on of ELG depreciation for the two 
plant categories involv~d' ut also other differences between 
Pacific Bell's estimated 987 plant mix and the plant mix adopted 
for Pacific Bell's 1986 est year relating to those two categories. 
J~ explained above, o~ practice is not to recognize changes in 
plant mix in attritioh years', in the absence of a review of their 

. I . 
reasonableness. M~eover, to do so would certa~nly be 
inconsistent with JOur concern that plant additions be validated by 
a showing of rea/onableness in general rate cases. Nonetheless, we 
do not wish to 'lose the door to a NSection M-typeN showing in 
future years, espite the fact that Pacific Bell has not raised 

categories are Circuit-Other and COE-

- 23 -
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this precise argument to date. Therefore, we are willinq to 
consider sueh a showing Cas authorized by 0.86-12-099) in 
connection with Pacific Bell's upcoming 1988 attrition year filing, 
due January 30, 1988 (0.87-10-075). 

More $pecifically, in its 1988 attrition year tilinq 
Pacific Bell is free to make a Section ~N showing that inc 
depreciation expense due to increased levels of ELG plant 
recognized, subject to the following l~itation: 

PAsifie Bell's adopted test year mix, we will 

with 

consider recognition of the impact of increase proportions of ELG 

plant within eaeh of those categories due to· 1) authorized 
additions to those two plant categories; 17 and 2) retirement of 
older plant subject to VG treatment in se two plant categories 
and its replacement with newer plant s 'ect to, EtG treatment.1S 

Plant categories subject to ELG treat ent are to be capped at the 
same growth rate used for the attri on year telephone plant in 
sQrvice. Additions to plant are 
retirements are to be made in V 

support any such request with 

be made in ELG plant, while 
plant. Pacific Bell should 

that recognition of 
0.85-08-047's impact meets t e set forth in Section NM'" of 
O~S6-12-099, and use a to la designed to capture only the above
noted limited impacts. 

In sum, we h e carefully considered all the issues and 
arguments raised in P cific Bell's application for-rehearing of 

in those plant categories representing their 
proportional are of the attrition cookbook's formula for growth 
in telephone plant in service (TPIS). 

18 Pacif' Bell should rely on the kinds of plant retirement 
ratios i has used previously,'as shown in Exhibit 2 (Attachment 3, 

~ StaEP7d age Sl98S). 

- 24 -
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Resolution T-12007, including those matters held in abeyance in 
0.87-06-022 (Ordering Paragraph S), and are of the opinion that 
sUfficient grounds tor grantinq rehearinq have not been shown. 
~d~oth¢ 

1. In 0.86-07-022, we granted rehearing in this matter 
the limited purposes of receiving evidence and argument co 
what properly should have been included within the *tec 
update ot book depreciation rates* for attrition purp es as 
ordered by 0.86-12-099, and determining whether any ! the sums 
requested by Pacific Bell that Resolution T-12007 xcluded from the 

Technical Update for Depreciation Expense shoul 
calculating Pacific Bell's 1987 attrition rev 

2. 0.86-07-022 excluded relitiqation 
ue requirement. 

f prior commission 
poliey decisions from the issues specifie for li~ited rehearing in 
connection with the technical update qu tion and restricted the 
limited rehearing to consideration Resolution T-12007 
properly carried out 0.86-12-099 • 

3. Pacific Bell presented idence in support of its Advice 
Letter 15215 ~echnical Updat~ca culations which focused on the 
need to recognize changes in p nt mix (including associated ELG 
impacts) over and above adop d 1986 test year levels, in order to 
assure *full capital recov~*. 

" 4. ORA presented ,ridence in support of a *combined method* 
for calculating attrition year depreciation expense; under this 
method, Pacific Bell',ti987 attrition year revenue requirement 
would increase by ap~oximately $6.5 million, although DRk 
maintained that thefrevenue requirement adopted in Resolution 

J 
T-12007 was also~easonable. 

s. The e~dence adduced during this limited rehearing shows 
that while no,ctefinitive formula for caleulatinq technical update 
has been speoified by this Commission, the Commission's practice, 
with two ex ~Ptions for Pacific Bell (in D.84-06-111 and the 
immediate following (1984-198$) attrition review) has been to use 
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adopted plant levels and adopted plant mix as the base starting 
point tor attrition year estimates. This treatment allows for no 
attrition year recognition of changes in plant mix over adopted 
test year plant mix, since such changes are reviewed tor 
reasonableness only in general rate cases. 

6. The first exception for Pacific Bell noted 
preceding finding was rooted in divestiture-overlay co iderations 
addressed by the co~ission in 0.84-06-111: The sec d exception 
(Pacific Bell's 1984-1985 filing, wherein a chang n plant mix was 
recognized as part of the operations piece (0.$ 03-042)) was 
caused by departures from procedures in the i 
divestiture environment. 

7. In 0.86-12-099, the Commission dorsed the inclusion of 
sequent to issuance of 

1986 test year results of 
technical update in attrition filings, 
its interi~ decision on Pacific Bell' 
operations, where the Hdivestiture- erlay" was no longer a 
consideration. In addition, 0.86- 2-099 was issued subsequent to 
technical updates for General T ephone in 1985 (0.85-03-042) and 
1986 (D.85-12-081), which foll ed the Commission's approved 
Hadopted plant levels and ad ted plant mixH approach. 

8. Resolution T-1200 's treatment of the technical update 
for attrition year 1987 f lowed the Hadopted plant levels and 
plant mixH approach, th eby appropriately ignoring changes in 
plant mix over adopted test year 1986 levels, and excluding those 
amounts keyed to suc changes requested in Advice Letter 15215. 

9. Pacific B 11 has not raised a Section ~H argument, and 
accordingly, we w' 1 not grant it any Section ~~ relief for 1987. 
However, 0.85-08 047's adoption of ELG treatment for two plarLt 
categories may e the typ~ of governmental or regulatory action 
whose effects to the limited extent specified in this order, may 

in futuro attrition year reviews • 
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• ~ion§ ~ Law / 
1. Given the defined scope of this limited rehearing, nd 

.' 

• 

the evidence presented, none of the policy arguments advan cd by 

Pacific Bell or DRA warrant any increased revenue requi 
calculations here. 

2. Pacific Bell's request for changes on 
Resolution T-12007 should be denied. 

~. In ~ll other respects, Pacific 
rehearing should ~e denied. 

X'r XS ORDERED that: 
1. At the time Pacific ubmits its 1988 attrition 

tiling, pursuant to D.87-10-075, t may submit its proposal for 
recognition of the ELG impacts n depreciation for the 1988 

attrition year, consistent wi the precedxng discussion. This 
filing shall be served on a parties of record in this proceeding 
and in A.85-01-034. f 

2. Pacific Bell's pplication for rehearing of Resolution 
T-12007 is denied. 

This order jS effective today_ 
Oated IOEe 1 7181' , at San Francisco, California. 

i 
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